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THE MOOD IS ALWAYS GOOD
WITH FRANKLIN INDIA
BALANCED ADVANTAGE FUND.
This fund offers tactical allocation between equity and debt
based on market valuations. The fund is suitable for those who
are not only keen to take advantage of the growth opportunities in
equities, but also prefer to reduce the impact of market volatility.

NFO OPENS - 16TH AUG 2022
NFO CLOSES - 30TH AUG 2022

Why Balanced Advantage Funds? (BAFs)

How Does The FIBAF Model Work?

The dynamic asset allocation pattern followed by BAFs is a tool to manage
short term market volatility. Investors seeking growth potential through
equity exposure, but with relatively lower risk and tax efficiency* can
consider Balanced Advantage Funds.

Key Beneﬁts

Asset allocation pattern
Quantitative
Equity Asset
Allocation
Qualitative

Managing Volatility
Managing equity exposure through derivatives, based on
market valuations + ﬁxed income exposure

Potential for Growth
Net long equity exposure provides growth potential

Tax Efficiency
Equity-oriented fund taxation*

Attractive valuations

Expensive valuations

Higher equity allocation

Lower equity allocation

Fundamental factors & forward looking views

Fixed Income
Asset Allocation

Balance corpus post equity allocation

Rebalancing Of
Equity Allocation

Equity derivatives to manage
equity exposure

ACE Your Investment Journey With FIBAF

Accelerate
Why Franklin India Balanced Advantage Fund (FIBAF)
Allocation strategy – In-house proprietary asset allocation model with
a healthy mix of qualitative (fundamentals) and quantitative
(valuation) parameters
Established track record of 25 years^ in managing Hybrid funds that
follow stated fund mandates
Well-experienced portfolio management team with an average
industry experience of over 20 years
*Fund is eligible for equity taxation if the allocation to equity asset class is above 65%
for the year. As per asset allocation speciﬁed, scheme can invest 0-100% in equity and
debt respectively.
^First hybrid fund (Franklin India Pension Plan) was launched in 1997

equity exposure for timely achievement of investment
goals. Step up equity exposure during conducive market conditions,
cheaper valuations, clearer earning visibility and support from
structural strength of economy.

Exercise Caution when needed to conserve portfolio value during
volatile markets. Euphoric market conditions led by rise in market
valuations not justiﬁed by earnings growth could lead to increase in
volatility.
Beneﬁt from the investment expert’s Experience in determining asset
allocation suitable to varying market conditions to avoid typical
behavioral investment biases and gain from professional advice.

